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Introduction  

My name is Eva Maria Catic and I am currently in my first year studying for a 

MPhil in Textile Conservation at the Centre for Textile conservation (CTC), 

University of Glasgow. I am original from Austria but decided to study in 

Scotland since the CTC is one of the top educational facility in the world. 

Throughout my first year, I was involved in many different aspects of 

conservation including practical experiences, conservation science, 

environmental monitoring, and photography for documentation. I also gained 

experiences in interventive treatment during that year. However, I was 

particularly interested in costume mounting and tapestry conservation, two 

subjects we covered just shortly at the CTC in Glasgow. I therefore planned to 

gain experience at a studio, where both aspects are covered would greatly benefit 

me for my future career. As part of the MA in Textile Conservation at the 

University of Glasgow, we are required to complete a six-week summer 

placement at a textile conservation studio. The Rijksmuseum offered a place for 

a student from Glasgow and luckily, I got accepted to undertake a 12-week 

summer placement between 21th of May to the 18th of August. I had already 

completed a semester abroad in the Netherlands for my undergraduate in History 

of Art and therefore new the country a little bit and therefore had a basic 

understanding of the language. Undertaking a placement is the perfect 

opportunity to combine methods that I learned during my first year in a museum 

context. I am also always eager to learn different treatment options conducted in 

a studio abroad. With this placement I was able to combine my interest in textile 

conservation to gain a better understanding of the different techniques used in 

the Netherlands. 

 

My main aims for this placement were: 

- Learn new methods of display mounts for flat textiles and historical  

Costumes. 

- Gain more experience in interventive treatments: develop new stitching 

methods, learn different approaches to stitching supports and spot 

cleaning methods on textile objects.  

- Further develop a better understanding in Tapestry Conservation. 

- Obtain a better understanding regarding the handling of mixed 
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materials of different dimensions, their appropriate conservational 

treatment and especially their different displaying methods. 

- Gain experience in installation and de-installation of exhibit.  

- Increase my understanding of museum practice and conservation  

treatment in the Netherlands. 

 

I heard about the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship from my supervisor at the 

University and thought it would be a great opportunity to apply for. With the 

generous offer of £1,400 I was able to cover my living costs for the whole three 

months.  

 

Budget 

During my placement, I spend £2,285.00 (counting with the exchange rate 1 EUR 

= GBP 0.88) for living costs, food and travel expenses. The Zibby Garnett Travel 

Fellowship awarded me £1,400 to help financing my trip. I was able to cover the 

remaining expenses with the help of family and savings.  

The Netherlands and The Rijksmuseum 
I began my summer placement on the 22th of May, but I arrived a couple of days 

earlier in order to settle down and get to know the area and my way to work. I 

was in the fortune position that I found an affordable place in a 15-minute walk 

from the museum. Therefore, I was able to save some money by walking instead 

of using the public transportation. However, I soon found out that the main 

transportation system in Amsterdam is the bike. One of my supervisors was so 

kind to lend me her spare-bike for the duration of the placement so that I was 

able to explore the city and the surrounding country in a ‘Dutch’ way. 

Getting along in the Netherlands is quite easy. Most of the people speak English 

and since I am native in German and did learn the language during my first time 

in the Netherlands, I was also able to understand basics in the Dutch language. 

However, my supervisors were so kind to speak in English during my time at the 

Rijksmuseum, since it is the main language in the Ateliergebouw and because the 

studio also had two other interns, one from Paris and the other one from Vienna. 

However, I would recommend learning the basics of Dutch, out of curtesy and 

because it does make life easier to get around on a daily basis. 
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The Netherlands 

The Netherlands is a small country located in Western Europe with its boards 

southwest to Belgium and northeast to Germany and is a member of the European 

Union. Together with three islands of the Caribbean, the Netherland combines 

the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The name of the country means ‘lower country’ 

and referrers to its flat geography with 50% of the landmass are just one meter 

below the sea and either 17% of the land mass made artificial. The Netherlands 

is described as one of the most densely populated countries in the EU, with 17 

million inhabitants that make 414 people per km2. The countries official language 

is Dutch, however the regional official languages are also West Frisian, 

Papiamento and English.  

Amsterdam is located within the Netherlands in the northwest in the district of 

Nord Holland. It is the largest and the capital city of the country; however, the 

political city of the Netherlands is The Hague. 

 
Fig 1. Map of the Netherlands and Amsterdam. Image source: www.amsterdam-advisor.com 
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The Rijksmuseum 
The Rijksmuseum is the largest museum in the Netherlands and one of the few 

that have a studio in textile conservation. It is unique because it also operates as 

an educational facility for the students of the Master in Conservation at the 

University of Amsterdam (UvA). Especially the paper and textile studios share 

parts of the space with the students from the conservation program of the 

University of Amsterdam.1  

 

The Rijksmuseum were founded as a national museum in 1798 with the aim to 

strengthen the national identity of the recent founded state of the Batavian 

Republic. Since that time, the museum has the vision to “links individuals with 

art and history” 2  to show the artistic craftsmanship under one roof. The 

Rijksmuseum first opened its doors in 1800 under the name of Nationale 

Kunstgalerlij. At that time, it was still located in Den Hague, but the collection 

already moved to Amsterdam in 1808. During the following years it changed 

locations several times and the collection included several pieces like the Night 

Watch by Rembrandt. In 1818 the museum was relocated into a 17th Century 

town palace that proved to be unsuitable for the collection. Furthermore, more 

people felt that the collection should get its own building dedicated to the national 

identity. In 1876 the architect Pierre Cuypers were commissioned to design a 

new building to house the collection. His designs incorporated historic elements 

of the Gothic and Renaissance period.  

However, his commission deemed as highly critical since Cuypers design were 

considered too ecclesial as medieval-renaissance and not ‘Dutch enough’. 

However, the official opening of the building took place in 1885. Throughout the 

next century, the collection continued to grow with the help of the incorporation 

of other collections and private donators.3  

                                                
1 http://www.uva.nl/en/disciplines/conservation-and-restoration Accesses 20.08.2018. 
2 https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/organisation/vision-and-mission Accessed 29.06.2018 “Vision 
The Rijksmuseum links individuals with art and history.  
Mission 
At the Rijksmuseum, art and history take on new meaning for a broad-based, contemporary 
national and international audience.  
As a national institute, the Rijksmuseum offers a representative overview of Dutch art and history 
from the Middle Ages onwards, and of major aspects of European and Asian art.  
The Rijksmuseum keeps, manages, conserves, restores, researches, prepares, collects, 
publishes, and presents artistic and historical objects, both on its own premises and 
elsewhere.” 
3 de Jong, Spijkerman, Rijks Museum. The Building, the Collection and the Outdoor Gallery. 
Amsterdam University Press: Amsterdam 2015, 37. 
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Fig 2.  The Amsterdam Rijksmuseum in 1885. Image source: www.wordpress.com 

In 2003 the museum closed its doors for a major renovation project that should 

last for 10 years. During this time, the museums building did not only encounter 

a major modernization process but also part of the original decoration was able 

to be restored. Especially the Grand Hall were entirely reconstructed including 

the floor mosaics, stone ornaments, wall paintings and wall canvas paintings. 

Conservators from the Rijksmuseum functioned as a consultant through the 

whole project.4 

 

The museum is the biggest one in the Netherlands with around 1 million objects 

in total of that 8000 are on permanent display watched by 2,2 million visitors 

annually.5 

The collection focuses on objects that are in relation with the Dutch history and 

its people and combines paintings, interior, metal work, textiles, printings, 

decorative art and Asian work. 

It became the title ‘European Museum of The Year’ in 2015. Embedded in the 

museum is also the Research Library, the largest one in the Netherlands for 

literature about conservation and history of art.  

                                                
4 de Jong, Spijkerman, Rijks Museum. The Building, the Collection and the Outdoor Gallery. 
Amsterdam University Press: Amsterdam 2015, 93. 
5 https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/organisation/history-of-the-rijksmuseum. (Accessed 
29.06.2018) and Pekel, Joris,  Democratising the Rijksmuseum  Why did the Rijksmuseum 
make available their highest quality material without restrictions, and what are the results? 
https://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Publications/Democratising%20the%20
Rijksmuseum.pdf (Accessed 29.06.2018), 5. 
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The museums vision is to “links individuals with art and history.”6 This is 

realized in an open access to the collection unrepresented for European museums. 

Especially the museum’s liberal online presence Rijksstudio in which high 

quality pictures of the object can be downloaded without any restrictions.7 

 

Ateliergebouw – the Atelier Building 

The textile studio at the 'Rijksmuseum' is a unique facility since it combines an 

active studio for the museum in combination with an educational facility for 

students of the University of Amsterdam.  

Closed in 2003, the whole museum not only went through a huge renovation but 

also the infrastructure experienced a major modernization. The conservation 

departments were put together with the restoration laboratories of the 

Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage (NICAS) and University of 

Amsterdam conservation course, which are now located in a three-storey tower 

complex. This inclusive environment gives an exciting dialogue and exchange 

between the different disciplines that are shown via co-organized conferences, 

talks and summer schools. The different studios clearly benefit from this 

                                                
6  https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/organisation/vision-and-mission (Accessed 29.06.2018) 
“Vision The Rijksmuseum links individuals with art and history.  
Mission 
At the Rijksmuseum, art and history take on new meaning for a broad-based, contemporary 
national and international audience.  
As a national institute, the Rijksmuseum offers a representative overview of Dutch art and history 
from the Middle Ages onwards, and of major aspects of European and Asian art.  
The Rijksmuseum keeps, manages, conserves, restores, researches, prepares, collects, publishes, 
and presents artistic and historical objects, both on its own premises and elsewhere.” 
7 Pekel, Joris,  Democratising the Rijksmuseum  Why did the Rijksmuseum make available 
their highest quality material without restrictions, and what are the results? 
https://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Publications/Democratising%20the%20
Rijksmuseum.pdf (Accessed 29.06.2018) 
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interdisciplinary approach with the aim to achieve a comprehensive overview 

and research. 

 

Fig 3. Textile conservation studio at the Ateliergebouw. 

The main studio of textile conservation is located on the third floor of the second 
tower, opposite to the metal and ceramics conservation. The workroom at the 

Rijksmuseum is modern, spacious and bright situated with northern light, space 

is large enough for the handling of large tapestries and other large objects in the 

size of 15 m2. An office with basic literature adjoins to the workroom, the first 

floor accompanies a wet room with space for dyeing and wet cleaning co-used 

by the students of the UvA conservation studies. The aim of the studio is not only 

to preserve the collection but also to function as an educational and research 

facility. The staff members are therefore conducting several workshops, tours to 

public organizations mainly for the scholarly public. The studio is unique in the 

Netherlands, not only because of its fusion with the University, but also the fact 

that the studio is the only government-funded textile conservation studio in the 

country. 

The collection of textiles and costumes comprises approximately 13,500 objects 

divided into flat textiles and costumes dating from the 3rd century AD up to the 
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20th century. Four textile conservators are responsible for the care of the 

collection, with one curator specialized in textile and one for a costume.8  

During my stay, four conservators and three interns, counting myself, were 

working in the studio. Three conservators gained their training locally, from the 

University of Amsterdam and its predecessor with one conservator trained at the 

Abbeg-Foundation in Riggisberg. The two other interns who had their placement 

at the same time are Eva Maria Kimpel, student from the University of Applied 

Arts, Vienna and Delphine Yala-Pierre from the Institut National du Patrimoine 

(INP), Paris.  This dynamic offered me a great opportunity to share experiences 

and find many commonalities between the individual courses. The conservation 

studio space in the Ateliergebouw is also shared with the Curator of Costume and 

Fashion, Bianca du Mortier.  

Start of my Placement 
I arrived in Amsterdam on Sunday the 20th of May by plane directly from 

Glasgow and had one day to get to know the city and settle into my 

accommodation in De Pijp, a ten-minute walk away from the museum. 

My first day of my placement was the 22th of May, which was highlighted with 

getting to know everyone in the team and becoming a tour through the other 

conservation studios in the Ateliergebouw and meet everyone. The first day 

showed me how huge the conservation and research department actually is, with 

around 80 staff members working including metal, ceramics, textile, paper, 

photography, furniture, paintings, research and digitalization department. 

 

Already on my second day we went to the Rijksmuseum main storage facility an 

hour outside of Amsterdam to make a condition assessment on some of the 

objects that were proposed for an upcoming exhibition.  

It was especially of interest to see the huge storage facility of the museum with 

its logistics and adjoint photography studio. 

                                                
8 Bianca du Mortier and Suzan Meijer, “Moving forward together.” Mary Brooks and Dinah 
Eastop, Refashioning and Redress. Conserving and Displaying Dress (Los Angeles: Getty 
Publication 2016), 237. 
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Projects and Interventive Treatments 

Conservation project: Spanish silk fragments  

Right from the start of my placement, I received my first project, two flat Spanish 

silk fragments from the 14th and 15th centuries. Both were glued on a cardboard 

with a water-soluble adhesive, the adhesive was applied as spots and already 

generated a loss in the original fibre material due to its stiffness of the adhesive. 

The aim of the treatment was to stabilize the fragments for an upcoming 

exhibition. The challenging aspect of this treatment was not only the removal of 

damaging adhesion spots in order to do a much-needed stitch support, but also to 

find an economically cohesive method of removing them since there were six 

fragments in total that needed to be treated, which we split up and I and two other 

interns were working on. 

 

Fig 4. Surface cleaning of a ‘Spanish flat textile’ from the 15th century. 

After writing a treatment plan and proposing my ideas to my supervisors, I 

instantly went over and started with a surface cleaning. For this I used a vacuum 

cleaner specially prepared for museums on a low suction with a fine brush. 

Surface cleaning is always one of the first steps for starting a treatment, it helps 
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to remove loose particle soiling that might interfere with future treatments. After 

cleaning, I started to remove the thick adhesive spots on the backside. I therefore 

used a poultice method to soften the wheat starch and removed it manually with 

a scalpel layer after layer. Even though this process was very slowly, I was able 

to remove most of the excessive adhesive so that I was able to stitch in these 

areas. 

 

 
Fig 5. Adhesive stain, before 

adhesive removal. 

 

 
Fig 6. Adhesive stain, after 

adhesive removal. 

 

 

After careful assessment my supervisor and I decided to remove the two repair 

patches at the top edge, since they already generated tensions and weak areas. To 

gain a better access and release the area from stress and strain I decided to open 

the fold line with a direct humidification, I secured the whole area of the top edge 

with laid couching stitches on a custom dyed silk-ribbon. The bottom long edge 

was also supported with a smaller Silk-ribbon dyed with DEKA-silk, other areas 

were secured with conservation stitches. 
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Fig 7. Spanish flat textile, detail, before treatment. 

 
Fig 8. Spanish flat textile, detail, after treatment. 

In addition, for the preparation of the fragments for loan, all six fragments were 

stitched on a padded board to secure and maintain better handling and 

transportation. My fellow interns and I were scheduled to make six padded 

boards in total, consist of a foam cardboard covered with molton and silk 
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‘habotai’. The fabric was glued with non plasticised ethylene-vinylacetate on the 

backside of the cardboard, the back was covered with an acid free cardboard. 

 
Fig 9. Spanish flat textile, after treatment. 

This project of stabilizing flat textiles stitches them on a padded board were a 

great introduction into my placement and showed me how beneficial teamwork 

is, I was also able to learn new methods in removing adhesive and how to execute 

a careful treatment plan in a most efficient way.  

Making mounts for costume and accessories for a small exhibition 

One of my aims for this internship was the mounting costumes for various sizes 

and methods, during the summer, the studio prepared a small sized exhibition, 

with a total of 10 costumes and 20 smaller sized flat and 3-D textiles. Delphine 

Yala-Pierre and I were scheduled for five male morning coats from the 18th 

century. The so-called Banyan, made from printed cotton in colorful and floral 

motivic with a coating on it, were a perfect opportunity for me to gain some 

experience in mounting three-dimensional objects. The challenge of this task was 

to create a support mount that would have a realistic shape of a man from that 

area while supporting the coat. 
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Fig 10. Finished mounting of men's coats. 

Since time was tightly planned, we were determined to create a schedule that 

helped us finishing mounting the mannequins in time. Delphine and I therefore 

created a concept of a quickly but durable under construction of the mannequins, 

we decided to sew adaptable underwear made of a simple pattern so that the 

studio was able to re-use it for future exhibitions.  

Since the studio uses KCI-

mannequins (Kyoto Costume 

Institute Mannequins) that are 

made of fiberglass and wood, 

stitching on a mannequin was 

impossible. We therefore used 

costume made tricots as a base for 

the wadding, the first layer of 

Jersey-tricot was put on top and the 

coat was fitted for the first time in 

order to know which parts of the mannequin needed wadding. The wadded areas 

were secured and then covered with another Jersey in order to preserve the 

Banyan-linings from abrasion. This project not only helped me to get a better 

understanding in mount making, it also showed me how to create a realistic time 

schedule. 

Fig 11. Sewing trousers and sleeves for 
mannequins. 
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Mounting and Conservation of Tapestries at the Rijksmuseum 

One of my main interest was to come to the Rijksmuseum were to learn the 

method of tapestry conservation undertaken in the Netherlands. The 

Rijksmuseum has a long tradition in tapestry conservation with the first tapestry 

conservator, who was trained at the Manufacture des Gobelins in Paris were 

appointed in 1938.9 I was especially interested in tapestry conservation since I 

was eager to understand and compare the different methods, I learned so far. The 

Rijksmuseum holds a collection of around 200 European tapestries and currently 

the textile conservation finished the treatment on a fine wool and silk tapestry 

from the 17th century made after a design by Karel van Maander II depicting the 

story of Alexander the Great. Since tapestries are usually large flat objects, up to 

700x500 cm in dimensions, conserving them unrolled is a challenge for most 

studios with restricted space. That is one of the reason way tapestries are usually 

rolled on two larger tubes that are connected to build a frame. This so-called 

conservation frame also helps to get a better tension in areas that are treated. I 

had the opportunity to observe and had in-depth talks about the variety of 

conservation techniques: closing up slits, stabilize weak areas, incorporating 

missing areas of the image and removing failed previous repairs. After finishing 

this phase, I was able to help temporary hang the tapestry with a rope hoist device 

in a secured area so that the tapestry was able to hang before a lining-fabric could 

be applied.  

                                                
9 Mortier, Meijer, Moving Forward Together. In: Brooks, Eastop, Refashioning and Redress, 
Conserving and Displaying Dress. Los Angeles: Getty Publication, 2016, 237 – 250. 
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Fig 12. Conservation loom for 

tapestry. 

 Over my period of my 

placement, I had also the 

opportunity to help a team 

of conservators to clean a 

set of tapestries which 

hung in the 17th century 

gallery of the museum. I 

found it exceptional of 

interest to witness the 

planning, teamwork and 

logistics that involved to 

remove the tapestry from 

the wall, clean it and re-

hung it again all after the 

museum had closed for 

the public.  

It was rewarding to get this experience to work with this large artefact, I was able 

to get hands on experiences in the challenges of handling such large objects. 

Fig 13. Hanging of a tapestry in the permanent collection. 
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Conservation Project: Felted Hat 

During my last couple of weeks, I was assigned to my last object, a Beret in a 

‘Scottish style, from 1945 made by the house Carolina Reboux. The 

embellishment of the felted hat was heavily damaged by a former pest infestation 

and required a much-needed stitching treatment. Also, the feathers were 

dislodged with a broken shaft that needed to be re-shaped.  

I started with a surface cleaning in order to remove dust and any pest remains. 

This first steps really helps to prevent further degradation and visually improves 

the object. It is also a preparation for the next treatment steps. 

 

 
Fig 14. Felted hat. Heavely loss of the wool fabric and feathers due of a former pest 

ingestation, before treatment. 
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Fig 15. Felted hat, after treatment. 

The feathers were then re-shaped using moisturizing blotting paper and a 

dampened brush, I was also able to turn back bended shafts to its original place 

with this method. I used de-ionized water for the whole process. 

 

In order to provide the shape of the hat and prevent from too much handling, I 

made the mount of a rigid polyethylene called Ethafoam®, that is watted with 

polyester wadding and covered with high-density polyethylene fibers, Tyvek®. 

The mount can be fixed with four straps on a costume made of a foam-board that 

is also covered with Tyvek®. By attaching it to the board helped to keep the hat 

with the mount stable while being transported.  
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Smaller projects - storage  

Along with these main projects, I was also able to experience and help on smaller 

projects like the de-installation of flat textiles from Indonesia. This experience 

was very interesting since it showed me the logistic and planning behind the de-

installation of a small exhibition.  

 
Fig 16. The de-installation and rolling of Indonesian textiles, preparation for storage. 
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Leisure and Visits 
During my summer placement of a total of 12 weeks I also had the opportunity 

to volunteer for the Annual Meeting of the ICOM-Costume group from the 11th 

through 15th of June 2018 held in Utrecht and Tilburg. Several interesting talks 

and tours were given so that I was able to visit the storage facilities from the 

Museum Catharijnecovent in Utrecht and a private collector of costumes. Apart 

from attending the Annual Meeting I was also taking up several opportunities to 

attend talks and conferences within the Rijksmuseum including a painting 

conservation lecture and talks outside the museums.   

 
Fig 17. Visit of the Jan Taminiau exhibtion during the ICOM-Costume Conference at the 

Gemeentemuseum in Utrecht. 

I also visited lots of museums and cultural heritage sites, such as the 

Troopenmuseum, the Jewish Historical Museum, the Tassen Museum, the Eye 

Film Museum and the historical village Zaanse Schans. I found especially the 

historical village with its windmills fascinating, you were also able to see how 

pigments are grained or how sailcloth is made. 

I also managed to take in as much of the local culture as possible. At weekends I 

made day trips to towns and cities including Haarlem, Ouderkerk an der Amstel, 

Delft, Utrecht, The Hague and to the countryside for picturesque bicycle tours.  
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During my time, I enjoined living like a local with cycling around the city, taking 

in the atmosphere and regularly going to local markets like the Noordermarket 

in the Jordaan or Amsterdam’s largest market, the Albert Cuyp in De Pijp to pick 

up delicious Dutch cheese, seasonal fruits and vegetables. 

I had a good relationship with the conservators with whom I worked at the 

Conservation Department, and we went to occasionally having a borrel 

(spending quality time with a group of people in a bar with drinks and snacks) 

and enjoyed being gezellig (enjoying time with friends in a cozy atmosphere) 

with eating deep fried hapjes. English and Dutch were the official language in 

the studio and although most of the time we spoke in English, I was also able to 

improve my Dutch skills in talking with local people and listening to my 

colleagues during lunch.  
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Conclusion 

I am very glad that I was able to do my placement at The Rijksmuseum and spend 

three months in the Netherlands, I learned a lot about working in a museum 

environment - both in the textile conservation department and the other sectors – 

and the practice of textile conservation in the Netherlands.  

I definitely achieved my aims I did set at the beginning of this placement in 

learning new methods of display mounts for flat textiles and historical Costumes. 

I also gained more experience in interventive treatments and develop new 

stitching methods, learned different approaches to stitching supports and spot 

cleaning methods on textile objects. I develop a better understanding in tapestry 

conservation and obtained a better understanding regarding the handling of 

mixed materials of different dimensions, their appropriate conservational 

treatment and especially their different displaying methods. I gained experiences 

in installation and de-installation of exhibitions. Increased my understanding of 

museum practice and conservation treatment in the Netherlands. 

Apart from these invaluable experiences I also learned about the integration of 

scientific analytical methods and education in conservation through visiting the 

research facilities at the Rijksmuseum and helping prepare workshops and tours 

through the studio. I experienced the situation to be a new intern in a conservation 

studio, with both interns already established in the textile studio and both coming 

from different countries. I was lucky to come to such a friendly and welcoming 

environment, by listening carefully and being enthusiastic to my supervisors and 

showed interest in the way the institute and department works, I became more 

and more confident. Whenever I had the opportunity, I engaged in talks with my 

college’s and from other departments about conservation, which was an eye-

opener to me and perceived it as highly valuable. Having this experience were a 

valuable experience that not only helped me to improve my practical skills, but I 

also gained invaluable life experiences. Without the generous support of the 

Zibby Garnett Travel Scholarship I would not have been able to gain so much 

knowledge.  

 


